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With multi-tray sterilization, you can streamline your
sterilization process, simplify manual procedures, and speed
up your operating room set-up, all while saving time and
resources.

 This cost-effective and user-friendly system allows hospitals
and ambulatory surgical centers to perform more surgeries
each day. So why not join the growing number of facilities
adopting this new sterilization standard and start experiencing
the benefits for yourself?

The single-tray system has been the standard for decades, but
it has limitations that can pose risks to sterile processing and
add time to the operating room set-up process. The use of
blue wrap or single-tray rigid containers is a tedious process
that requires more steps and often involves more movement
in the OR and SPD. 

Multi-tray rigid containers can save time and resources while
streamlining the sterilization process. They also process and
cool faster compared to the traditional blue wrap and single-
tray containers, because of their larger vent to volume ratios.

Although change can be intimidating, with proper training
and implementation, a multi-tray system can offer significant
advantages over the traditional single-tray approach.

Sterilizing multiple trays at once, in one container, simplifies
manual procedures, reduces physical labor and dramatically
speeds operating room set-up.

Now there’s a simple, user-friendly, cost-effective alternative
to consider. Surgery loads are growing, with more elective
surgeries all the time. The system of individually wrapping
and sterilizing trays one at a time is looking antiquated.

So what could you do with your saved OR time or sterile
processing time?

Finish your day earlier? Save on overtime? Add a surgery?
Imagine the possibilities.
Think it’s time to set a new sterilization standard?
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Have more questions? Contact Kelly at: kelly.truppo@turbettsurgical.com



Kelly Truppo is the Product Marketing Director for 
Turbett Surgical with a passion for educating 

customers on their revolutionary Instrument POD, 
a multi-tray sterilization container system that 

safely speeds up the instrument sterilization process 
to help increase SPD and OR efficiency. Kelly has 

multiple years of healthcare experience 
implementing and selling innovative technology to 
hospitals and ASC’s and has been instrumental in 

facilitating the use of multi-tray sterilization 
containers throughout the country. Her efforts are 

focused on safe patient care, positive outcomes, 
providing sustainable solutions, and developing best 

practices specific to customer needs.
 

Stay tuned to her Multi-Tray Sterilization Expert 
Series™ so you can learn more about how industry 
conversations and best practices are impacting this 

unique container process!
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